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F. I. Karpelevich in [l] gives a complete description of a set M, in the 
unit disc of complex numbers which has the property: il is an eigenvalue 
of an n x n stochastic matrix if and only if 1. E M,. The proof is long and 
intricate and extends the work of N. Dimitriev and E. Dynkin [2] who 
gave the characterization for n < 5. Our aim in this note is to give results 
on the location of spectra and hence a partial description of a set cor- 
responding to M, for linear maps in a real vector space V which map 
a cone K C V into itself. While the techniques of the authors cited above 
are partially geometric, ours are completely so and can be used to give 
results in infinite dimensional spaces, though we do not do that here. 
We let V be a real vector space of dimension n with the standard 
topology and let K be a proper cone in V; i.e., a subset satisfying 
(i) K is closed, 
(ii) K + K G K, 
(iii) crK G K for all M 3 0, and 
(iv) K ll (- K) = (0). 
The cone K is assumed to be full; i.e., K - K = V. An equivalent notion 
of full requires that K”, the interior of K, be non-empty. The cone K gen- 
erates a partial order in V via the definition 
x<yoy--XEK. 
Thus we have K as the set of nonnegative elements (X > 0). 
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DEFINITION. A cone F c K is called a face of K if and only if, whenever 
x E F, y E K, and x 3 y, then y E F. (This definition was given by 
H. Schneider and is equivalent to that of Vandergraft [3], though in [3], 
K itself is not considered a face.) The faces K and (0) are called improper. 
The set 
F(x) = {y E K/k > 0, say < x} 
is easily seen to be the smallest face containing x and is called the face 
generated by x. 
We consider only linear maps and write A 3 0 if and only if A is a 
map of v into I/’ taking K into K. Then A - B 3 0 is denoted A > B. 
DEFINITION (cf. [3]). A map A is called irreducible if and only if 
AK C K and A leaves no proper face of K invariant. 
For the purpose of discussing the spectrum we consider a map A in 
a real space to be extended to the complexification, consisting of vectors 
v1 + iv, (vl, v2 E V), by setting A(v, + iv,) = Av, + iAv,. By n(vl, uuz) 
= z we denote the real subspace spanned by v1 and v2. 
LEMMA. Let I. be an eigenvalue of A 3 0, which does not lie on the 
nownegative real axis. Let vu1 + iv2 be a corresponding eigenvector. Then 
n(q, v,) n K = (0). If il as not real, vl and v, aye linearly independe?tt. 
Proof. If il < 0, then v = v1 + iv2 where v1 and + are each eigen- 
vectors for il. Since A reverses the direction of u1 and v2 no real linear 
combination can be in K. Suppose 1 = r(cos 0 + sin 0), sin 0 # 0, and 
v = v1 + iv,. Clearly v2 = 0 is incompatible with sin 8 # 0. If v1 were 
equal to CUE, cc real, then we would have A(cr + i)v, = I(a + i)v,, or 
Av, = Iv,, likewise impossible. In the plane n(vl, v2) the action of A, 
with respect to the basis (vl, v2} is represented by a rotation through angle 
0, followed by scalar multiplication by Y. If the plane 7c intersected 
K - {0}, some vector ze, E K would be rotated out of K by A, contrary to 
the assumption that A > 0. n 
DEFINITION. Su@pose n(v,, v2) n K = (O} and let x0 be in K. We 
call S’ = [x0 + n(q, vz)] fl K a CYOSS section of K. Note that 7t n K = (0) 
implies S’ is bowded. 
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Suppose A > 0 and has x0 as a fixed vector; i.e., Ax, = x0. Let 3L 
be an eigenvalue off the nonnegative axis, and u = u1 + iv, the cor- 
responding eigenvector. We suppose 52 = n(q, 02) C F(x,) - F(q) and 
denote the cross section (x,, + n) fl K by S’(A). Recall that x,, E K” implies 
F(x,) - F(x,) = V. If w E x, w # 0, then w = w1 - wZ, with wl, wZ E 
F(x,). Thus for some real M > 0 x0 - uwZ E F(x,) and hence x0 + aw E 
F(x,). Thus S’(1) is a convex set consisting of more than one point. We 
define an affine map taking S’(1) to a convex set S(I) in the complex plane 
by sending x0 + uvl + pvZ to the point cc - i/?. Since Av = ilv, the action 
of A in S’(2) corresponds to multiplication by 2 in S(1). Since AS’(l) G 
S’(n), for each z E S(2) we must have ilz E S(1); i.e., E(1) c S(I). We 
can also let S(1, Z) = z-l.S(J.) for any point z in the boundary &S(1) of 
S(1) and have 3, E S(1, z). Letting Z, be a point of maximum modulus 
S(1) we have S(1, z,) CD, = (21 IzI < l}. Letting 
W(41 = n SK 4, 
zeJS(L) 
we can state the results above in the following form: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose A 3 0, Ax, = x0 and ii is an eigenvalue of 
off the nonnegative axis, with eigenvector vl + iv,. If n(v,, v2) C F(x,) 
F(x,), then 1 E I[S(n)] C D,; i.e., I[S(n)] is an inclusion region for 1. 
COROLLARY 1. If Aw = pw, w E K, and ,u > 0, and Av = Av, v E 
F(w) - F(w), then Iill < ,u. In particular if w E K”, ,u is the spectral 
radius of A. 
Proof. We can normalize and assume ,u = 1. Since Aw = w, any 
eigenvalue il must be il > 1 or satisfy 141 < 1, by the theorem. Suppose 
il > 0. Then the set of u for which w + av E K consists of an interval 
- a,<cto<~<~l<+co. SinceAtakesKintoKanclw+avinto 
w + dv, we get a contradiction if il > 1. 
It is known (cf. [3]) that an irreducible A has an eigenvector w E K” 
with eigenvalue p > 0. In this case we have a proof of the known result 
that p is the spectral radius. n 
DEFINITION. We say S’(1) is a circular cross section of K if S(l) is a 
disc {/zj < u}, a > 0. 
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COROLLARY 2. Sztppose A > 0 has a fixed vector ze, E K” and that K 
has no circular cross sections. Then if exp(i0) (0 real) is an eigenvalue 
of A, it is a root of unity. 
Proof. Suppose the eigenvalue 1 = exp(i6) is not a root of unity 
and that v = vi + iv, is the corresponding eigenvector. Since A% = L2v 
one sees that A2S(il) C S(n) and that A2 E 1[S(1)]. Likewise il* E I[S(l)] 
for all positive integers m and constitutes a dense set on the circle (1~ = l}. 
Since 1[S(1)] is closed and convex, being the intersection of closed, convex 
sets, we conclude that D, E I[S(x)] E D, or I[S(A)] = D,. Then S(1, z,) 
= D1 and S(n) is a disc. We have assumed that K has no circular cross 
sections, so ilm = 1 for some integer m. n 
DEFINITION. We say that a cone K is k-polyhedral if and only if it is 
the intersection of k half-spaces; that is, it is determined by k linearly in- 
dependent linear functionals. We denote by M,,, the set of complex A that 
cala OCCUY as eigenvalues of some map in an n-dimensional space, preserving a 
k-polyhedral cone (me assthme the spectral radius is 1). If k = n then K is 
essentially the nonnegative orthant in En and M,,, = M, is the set charac- 
terized in [l] and [a]. 
Suppose K is a k-polyhedral cone and that A > 0 is irreducible with 
spectral radius 1 and has the fixed vector x0 E K”. Let 1 be an eigenvalue 
of A off the nonnegative axis. Then S(1) is a polygon with m sides, with 
m < k. As such, one of the interior angles must be [(m - 2)/m]n or less 
and we suppose the angle is at the vertex zi. Then S(n, zi) is a polygon 
with same angle at z = 1 and il E S(n, 2,). Since nonreal eigenvalues must 
occur in complex conjugate pairs, one sees that il must be in the wedge 
(cf. Theorem IV of [2]). The restriction to W, leads to further ones, for 
each power ID, p = 1, 2, 3 must lie in W, being an eigenvalue of AP with 
eigenvector v = vi + iv,. Letting m’, denote the set of p E D, which have 
all their positive integral powers in W, we see that m’, is a closed set 
in D, which meets the unit circle only at the mth roots of unity. For 
considering argument alone, if ,u = r exp(i0) is an eigenvalue, then either 
me = 0 (modulo 274 or some pair among the numbers 0, 8, 20,. . , me 
are within 2n/m of each other (modulo 274 implying that exp(iep) is not 
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in W, for some q. Thus Y is no larger than a (computable) r,(e) which 
is strictly less than 1 for WZB # 0 (mod 27~). Denoting %‘r U @s U . . * U m, 
by Xk we have the following: 
THEOREM 2. ,,I?, 3 M,,, for all k >, n. In particular, a map preserving 
a k-polyhedral cone has only roots of unity of order at most k as spectrum 
on the unit circle (assuming the spectral radius = 1). 
Proof. The discussion above yields the result for an irreducible A. 
But any A preserving K is the limit of irreducible ones (e.g., by adding 
F times a rank one map taking K - (0) into K”) and the continuity of the 
spectrum yields the result. 
The last result can be strengthened using the results of [l] since M, 
can be characterized as the collection of all il which map some complex 
g-gon, q < n, into itself under multiplication. 
The authors would like to thank Hans Schneider foq discussions about 
cone maps. 
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